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ERRATA SHEET

The Board of Editors regrets that the following errors appeared in the article, *The Assignment of Temporary Justices in the California Supreme Court*, 17 Pac. L.J. 1045 (1986), authored by Stephen R. Barnett and Daniel L. Rubinfeld:

**Appears in Article**
Page 1058, Footnote 49:
"40 Cal. St. B.J. 677, 682, (1986)."

**Corrected**
"40 Cal. St. B.J. 677, 682 (1965)."

Page 1126, Table 25, Column (5) of line headed “Totals through Mar. 1, 1981”:
“(p = .87)"

**Corrected**
“(p = .01)”

Page 1126, textual paragraph:
“Table 26A shows the close-case agreement rates by date of assignment. It shows a total-period differential of +8%; a first-half differential of +22%; and a second-half differential of +9%.”

**Corrected**
“Table 25A shows the close-case agreement rates by date of assignment. It shows a total-period differential of +8%; a first-half differential of +22%; and a second-half differential of +1%.”
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